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Abstract—Biometric fusion involves consolidating the output
of two or more biometric classifiers in order to render a decision
about the identity of an individual. We consider the problem
of designing a fusion scheme when (a) the number of training
samples is limited, thereby undermining the use of a purely
density-based scheme and the likelihood ratio test statistic; (b)
the output of multiple matchers report conflicting results; and
(c) the use of a single fusion rule may not be practical due to
the diversity of scenarios encountered in the probe dataset. To
address these issues, a dynamic reconciliation scheme for fusion
rule selection is proposed. In this regard, the contribution of this
paper is two-fold: (a) the design of a sequential fusion technique
that uses the likelihood ratio test-statistic in conjunction with a
support vector machine classifier to account for errors in the
former; and (b) the design of a dynamic reconciliation algorithm
that unifies the constituent classifiers and fusion schemes to
optimize both verification accuracy and computational cost. The
case study on multi-classifier face recognition suggests that the
proposed algorithm can address the uncertainty associatedwith
component matchers. Indeed, it is observed that the proposed
method performs well even in the presence of confounding
covariate factors thereby indicating its potential for large-scale
face recognition.

Index Terms—Biometrics, match score fusion, face verification,
support vector machine.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE paradigm of information fusion, that entails the
consolidation of evidence presented by multiple sources,

has been successfully used to enhance the recognition accuracy
of biometric systems. The use of multiple pieces of evidences
in order to deduce or verify human identity is often referred
to as multibiometrics. While fusion can be accomplished at
several different levels in a biometric system [18] - viz., data-
level, feature-level, score-level, rank-level, and decision-level
- fusion at the match score level has been extensively studied
in the literature. Fusion at the match score level involves
combining the match scores generated by multiple classifiers
(or matchers) in order to render a decision about the identity of
the subject. There are several different schemes for performing
score level fusion based on different models. These include
density-based fusion schemes (where the model is based on es-
timating density functions for the genuine and impostor score
distributions); transformation-based fusion schemes (where
the model is based on estimating normalization functions);
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and classifier-based fusion schemes (where the model is a
classifier).

While match score fusion has been demonstrated to be
effective [18], [22], its matching performance is compromised
under several scenarios:

1) Density-based score fusion schemes [18] which use the
likelihood ratio test to formulate the fusion rule can be
affected by the use of incorrect density functions for
the genuine and impostor scores. The use of parametric
methods of density estimation can be based on the
assumption of incorrect models (e.g., Gaussian densities
for both genuine and impostor scores) that can lead
to sub-optimal fusion rules; the use of non-parametric
methods, on the other hand, is affected by the availabil-
ity of a small number of training samples (especially
genuine scores) thereby impacting the feasibility of
designing an effective fusion rule.

2) Classifier-based fusion schemes [2] are susceptible to
over-training on one hand and classifier bias on the
other [4], [27]. Further, a pure data-driven approach
will not be able to accommodate scenarios that are
not represented in the training data. For example, when
conflicting scores from multiple matchers are presented
to the fusion classifier, then, in the absence of sufficient
training samples representing such a scenario, an incor-
rect decision may be regularly rendered.

Training and using a single fusion rule - whether it be the
simple sum rule or the likelihood ratio-based fusion rule -
on the entire probe dataset may not be appropriate for the
reasons stated above. Further, component classifiers can render
“conflicting” decisions that can impact the performance of
transformation-based schemes such as the simple sum rule. To
address these issues and subsequently improve the verification
performance of a biometric system, we propose a sequen-
tial fusion algorithm which combines a density-based fusion
scheme with a classifier-based scheme.The first contribution
lies in using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier in con-
junction with the likelihood ratio test statistic. The likelihood
ratio aspect of the algorithm helps in modeling the underlying
class distribution using simple Gaussian mixture models; the
statistical and geometrical properties of SVM [14], [15], [23]
ensures that there is a “correction” of the decision rendered by
the likelihood ratio test statistic. By employing a simple model
to characterize the genuine and impostor density functions, the
requirement for a large number of training samples is avoided.

The sequential nature of the proposed fusion algorithm
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makes it computationally expensive. The fusion algorithm may
not be required if the probe image is of high quality and
exhibits sufficient biometric information useful for recognition
using only one biometric classifier. Further, simple fusionrules
such as sum rule with min/max normalization can be used
for most of the probe cases when multi-classifier biometric
information is not highly conflicting. One way to improve
the verification accuracy without increasing the computational
cost too much is to develop a context switching scheme that
dynamically selects the most appropriate classifier or fusion
algorithm for the given probe.The second contribution of this
work is the design of an algorithm for the dynamic selection
of constituent unimodal biometric classifiers or match score
fusion algorithms that not only improves the verification ac-
curacy but also decreases the computational cost of the system.
In a two-class, bi-classifier biometric system, the reconciliation
algorithm uses quality information (not based on match scores)
to select one of four options: (1) first biometric classifier
only, (2) second biometric classifier only, (3) sum rule with
min/max normalization, and (4) sequential match score fusion.
The selected option is then used to render the final decision.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in
the context of a face recognition application to mitigate the ef-
fect of covariate factors such as pose, expression, illumination,
and occlusion. Match scores computed from two face recog-
nition algorithms, namely local binary pattern [3] and neural
network architecture based 2D log polar Gabor transform [20],
are fused and the verification performance is compared with
existing match score fusion algorithms. Experiments indicate
that the proposed fusion architecture efficiently improvesthe
verification performance without increasing the computational
cost.

II. PROPOSEDSEQUENTIAL MATCH SCORE FUSION

ALGORITHM

Fig. 1 shows the steps involved in the proposed fusion
algorithm that consists of two steps: (1) match score fusion
and (2) classification. First, the match scores are transformed
into belief assignments using density estimation schemes.In
the next step, belief model is used for fusion and finally,
statistical likelihood ratio and SVM are used for classification.
Description of the fusion algorithm uses two-class bi-classifier
approach and throughout the paper we usec1 to represent
the first biometric classifier andc2 to represent the second
biometric classifier.

A. Match Score Fusion

For a two class problem, letΘ = {θgen, θimp}, where
θgen represents the genuine hypothesis andθimp represents
the impostor hypothesis. The first step in the sequential fusion
algorithm is to transform match scores into belief assignment.
Since the belief functions are a generalized form of probability
theory that can perform fusion in presence of uncertainty and
imperfect data, probabilistic approach can be effectivelyused
as the basis of the fusion algorithm. A multivariate density
estimation technique is used to compute belief assignments
induced by the match scores because previous literature has

shown the usefulness of mixture models in biometrics [18].
Multivariate Gaussian density [7] ind dimensions can be
written as,

p(x, µ,Σ) =
1

(2π)d/2|Σ|1/2
exp

[

−
1

2
(x− µ)t Σ−1 (x− µ)

]

(1)
wherex is a vector withd components,µ is the mean vector,
andΣ is the covariance matrix. LetCn(x, i) be the conditional
joint density ofd match scores obtained from thenth classifier
and i ∈ Θ. Cn(x, i) is computed using Equation 2.

Cn(x, i) =

Mn(i)
∑

j=1

Wn(i, j) p(x, µn(i, j), Σn(i, j)) (2)

whereµn(i, j), Σn(i, j) and Wn(i, j) are the mean vector,
covariance matrix, and weight factor respectively correspond-
ing to the jth mixture component in the conditional joint
density. Also,

∑Mn(i)
j=1 Wn(i, j) = 1 andMn(i) is the number

of mixture components used to model the density. Further, a
recursive algorithm [29] is used to estimate the parametersof
the mixture model.

Let x = (x1, ..., xn) be the match scores computed from
n(= c1, c2) biometric classifiers or matchers. Belief assign-
ment of thenth classifier,mn, is computed using Equation
3.

mn(i) =
αn(i)Cn(xn, i)

∑

i αn(i)Cn(xn, i)
(3)

where Cn(xn, i) is the marginal density andαn(i) is the
verification accuracy prior of thenth classifier that is used as
the ancillary information to attune the beliefs. With the help of
Equation 3, the belief assignments of each biometric classifier
are computed. For example, in a two classifier biometric
system, we compute{mc1(θgen), mc1(θimp)}.

The belief assignments of each biometric classifier are then
fused using the proportional conflict redistribution rule [6].
In this rule, redistribution of the conflicts is performed only
to the elements which are involved in each conflict and is
done according to the proportion/weight of each classifier.
The belief assignments of classifierc1 andc2 are fused using
Equation 4.

mfused(i) = mc1(i)mc2(k)+w1

m2
c1(i)mc2(k)

mc1(i) +mc2(k)
+w2

m2
c2(i)mc1(k)

mc2(i) +mc1(k)
(4)

Here i, k ∈ Θ, i 6= k, and w1 and w2 are the belief
model weight factors (0 ≤ w1, w2 ≥ 1). mc1 and mc2

denote the belief assignments of classifier 1 and classifier 2
respectively computed using Equation 3.mfused is a vector
with values{mfused(θgen), mfused(θimp)}

1 representing the

1mfused(θgen) = mc1 (θgen)mc2 (θimp) +

w1
m2

c1
(θgen)mc2

(θimp)
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+ w2

m2

c2
(θgen)mc1
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,

mfused(θimp) = mc1 (θimp)mc2 (θgen) + w1
m2
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+
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Fig. 1. Block diagram illustrating the steps involved in theproposed sequential match score fusion algorithm.

fused belief. In Equation 4, the first term denotes the degreeof
conflict between the classifiers and the formulation effectively
combines the beliefs of multi-classifier match scores even with
conflicts.

B. Classification

For decision making, first the fused belief assignments
induced from match scores are converted into the likelihood
ratioR =

{

mfused(θgen)
mfused(θimp)

}

. Next, the likelihood ratio is used as
input to the SVM classifier for decision making (Equation 5).
Utilizing the SVM with likelihood ratio for decision making
ensures that the algorithm is less prone to over-fitting and
addresses the non-linearity in the biometric match scores.

Decision=

{

accept if SVM(R) ≥ t
reject otherwise

(5)

Here t is the decision threshold chosen for a specific false
accept rate (using the concept of SVM regression). The
advantage of this approach is its control over the false accept
and false reject rates, and it also satisfies the Neyman-Pearson
theorem [10] for decision making.

III. R ECONCILIATION OF CONSTITUENT BIOMETRIC

CLASSIFIERS ANDFUSION ALGORITHMS

With good quality gallery-probe pair2, any efficient classifier
can verify the identity without the need for fusion. For cases
when the two biometric classifiers have minor conflicts, sum
rule with min-max normalization [18] can effectively fuse the
match scores and yield correct results with very less time
complexity. The sequential fusion rule is required to perform
fusion when individual classifiers are prone to generate con-
flicting or ambiguous decisions, i.e., cases with uncertainties
and imperfection. In our previous research, we introduced an
adaptive framework that reconciles match score fusion algo-
rithms to improve the verification performance both in terms
of accuracy and time [24]. The concept behind the framework
is to dynamically select an optimal fusion algorithm for the
given probe image.In other words, the algorithm selects a
complex fusion algorithm only when there is uncertainty or
imperfection in the match scores otherwise it selects a simple
fusion algorithm. In this paper, we extend the framework
to reconcile constituent biometric classifiers (e.g. two face
recognition algorithms in multi-classifier system) with the

2The termgallery-probe pairis used to represent that in verification mode,
a probe is matched with a gallery.

proposed sequential fusion algorithm and the sum rule in order
to optimize both verification accuracy and computational time.
Fig. 2 illustrates the steps involved in the proposed dynamic
reconciliation algorithm. The algorithm is explained in context
to face recognition but it can be easily transformed for any
multimodal biometrics scenario.

Input to the reconciliation algorithm is a quality vector
which is a quantitative representation of biometric informa-
tion pertaining to the gallery-probe pair. In context to face
recognition, the quality vector consists of quality score,visual
activity level and pose of the face image. The quality vector
[Q,A, θ] is computed using the following approach:

• To encode the facial edge information and noise present
in the image, a redundant discrete wavelet transformation
(RDWT) based quality assessment algorithm [25] is used
that provides both frequency and spatial information.
Face imageI of size n × n is decomposed into three
levels of RDWT, i.e.j = 1, 2, 3. Let i = A,H, V,D
represents the approximation, horizontal, vertical and
diagonal subbands. The RDWT decomposition can be
written as,

[IAj , IHj , IV j , IDj ] = RDWT (I) (6)

Image quality scoreQ is computed using equation 7.

Q =

∑

i aibi
∑

i bi
, (7)

where

ai =

3
∑

j=1

ln

√

√

√

√

(

µij −
∑3

j=1

∑n,n
x,y=1 Iij(x, y)

σij

)

/n2

(8)
and

bi =

l
∑

j=1

ln

√

√

√

√

(

1

1 +
∑n,n

x,y=1∇Iij(x, y)

)

/n2. (9)

Here,µij and σij are the mean and standard deviation
of the RDWT coefficients of theith subband and thejth

level respectively, and∇ denotes the gradient operator.
Finally, the quality score,Q, is normalized in the range of
[0, 1] using min-max normalization [18] (0 represents the
worst quality and 1 as best) and used as the first element
of the quality vector.
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Fig. 2. Reconciling biometric classifiers and fusion algorithms in context to face recognition application.

• Image properties such as brightness and contrast can be
encoded using visual activity level which is computed
using Equation 10. Activity levelA is then normalized in
the range of[0, 1] and used as the second element in the
quality vector. Higher value of activity level represents
properly illuminated and contrast normalized image.

A =

√

√

√

√

√

1

n2





n−1
∑

i=0

n−1
∑

j=1

{(I(i, j)− I(i, j − 1)}2 +

n−1
∑

j=0

n−1
∑

i=1

{(I(i, j)− I(i − 1, j)}2





(10)
• In face recognition, pose variations can reduce the amount

of overlapping biometric features required for recog-
nition. Therefore, it is important to include the head
position or angle as pose parameter in the quality vector.
In this research, a fast single view algorithm [13] is used
for estimating the pose of a face image. This algorithm
[13] starts with active appearance model for landmark
feature extraction. A statistical anthropometric model, in
combination with pose from orthography and scaling
iterations scheme, uses these features for pose angle
estimation. The output of the algorithm is pose angleθ
which serves as the third element in quality vector.

Fig. 3 shows examples of image quality vector on LFW
face database [9]. In the reconciliation algorithm if quality
of gallery-probe pair is high then the constituent uniclassifier

algorithms can be used, otherwise the fusion rules are chosen.
The proposed algorithm uses three SVMs to reconcile two
uniclassifiers and two fusion algorithms. In this research,we
use local binary pattern (LBP) [3] and 2D log polar Gabor
transform (2DG-NN) [20] based face recognition algorithms
as uniclassifiers and sum rule with min/max normalization
and the proposed sequential fusion as two fusion algorithms.
As shown in Fig. 2, first SVM, denoted asSVM1, is used
to select uniclassifiers or fusion rules. If uniclassifiers are
selected then the second SVM, denoted asSVM2, is used to
choose between LBP and 2DG-NN. If the option pertaining
to fusion rules is selected then match scores from LBP and
2DG-NN are computed and the third SVM, denoted asSVM3,
is used to select between sum rule or sequential fusion. The
reconciliation algorithm is divided into two stages: training
SVMs for reconciliation and dynamic selection for every query
instance.

Training SVMs for Reconciliation: Three SVMs are indepen-
dently trained using the labeled training database. The training
procedure is explained below.

(1) SVM1 is trained using the labeled training data{x1i, y1i}.
Here,x1i is the quality vector belonging to theith training
gallery-probe pair, i.e.{QGi, AGi, θGi, QPi, APi, θPi}. y1i ∈
(+1,−1) is the respective label such that +1 is assigned when
gallery-probe pair is of high quality and can be correctly
matched using uniclassifiers and -1 is assigned to the data
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Fig. 3. Illustrating examples of quality vector on images from LFW database [9].

that requires match score fusion. At the end of the training,
a non-linear decision hyperplane is learned that can perform
classification for selecting either uniclassifier algorithms or
match score fusion.
(2) SVM2 is trained using the labeled training data{x2i, y2i}
where,x2i is the quality vector belonging to theith training
gallery-probe pair andy1i ∈ (+1,−1). In this labeling, +1
belongs to gallery-probe pair that can be matched using LBP
classifiers and -1 is assigned to the data that requires matching
with 2DG-NN classifier. In this training, a non-linear decision
hyperplane is learned that can perform dynamic selection of
either LBP or 2DG-NN.
(3) SVM3 is trained using the labeled training data{x3i, y3i}.
Here,x3i is the ith training data vector that contains match
scores and verification accuracy priors pertaining to two uni-
classifiers, andyi ∈ (+1,−1) is the label such that +1 belongs
to match scores that should be fused using the sum rule with
min-max normalization and -1 belongs to the match scores
that should be fused using the sequential fusion algorithm.The
SVM is trained such that the output ofSVM3 > 0 denotes
the use of sum rule otherwise the sequential fusion algorithm
is used.
Dynamic Selection at Probe level for Reconciliation: For
probe verification, the trained SVMs are used to dynamically
select the most appropriate algorithm depending on the quality
vector.

1) The quality vectors pertaining to both the gallery-probe
images are provided as input to the trained SVMs.
The SVM1 classifier selects between uniclassifier and
fusion.

2) Depending on the classification result ofSVM1 classi-
fier, SVM2 and SVM3 are used to select one of the
four options: (1) LBP, (2) 2DG-NN, (3) Sum rule with
min/max normalization, and (4) sequential fusion.

IV. REDUCING THE EFFECT OFCOVARIATE FACTORS IN

FACE RECOGNITION USINGMATCH SCORE FUSION

There are several global, local, non-linear, appearance-
based, texture-based, and feature-based face recognitional-
gorithms [11], [26], [28]. These algorithms independently
attempt to reduce the effect of covariate factors such as ex-
pression, illumination, pose, and occlusion on the recognition
performance. However, most of the existing algorithms are
optimized for particular covariates only. For example, neural
network architecture based 2D log polar Gabor transform

algorithm [20] can tolerate variations in expression, illumi-
nation, and occlusion whereas local facial features can handle
pose and expression variations. It is our hypothesis that the
performance of a face recognition system can be greatly
enhanced if information from multiple algorithms are fused
and a final decision is obtained using the fused information.
In this section, we use the sequential fusion and reconciliation
algorithms to fuse the match scores computed from a non-
linear face recognition algorithm and a local facial feature
based algorithm to mitigate the effect of covariate factors.

As shown in Fig. 4, two face classifiers (c1 andc2) are used
for feature extraction and matching. The match scores com-
puted using these classifiers are combined using the proposed
sequential fusion and reconciliation algorithms. First, the face
region from the input image is detected using the triangle
based face detection algorithm [21] (the size of detected face
image is128×96) and then following algorithms are used for
feature extraction and matching.

• Neural Network Architecture based 2D Log Polar
Gabor Transform: The face image is transformed into
polar coordinates and phase features are extracted using
the neural network architecture based 2D log polar Gabor
transform [20]. These features are matched using Ham-
ming distance to generate the match scores.

• Local Binary Pattern: The face image is divided into
several regions and weighted Local Binary Pattern fea-
tures are extracted to generate a feature vector [3].
Matching of two LBP feature vectors is performed using
weightedχ2 distance measure algorithm.

A. Face Databases used for Evaluation

To evaluate the performance on a large database with
challenging intra-class variations, we combined images from
multiple face databases to create a heterogeneous databaseof
more than116,000images pertaining to 1194 subjects. Table
1 lists the databases used and the number of subjects selected
from the individual databases. The CMU-AMP database3

contains images with large expression variations while the
CMU-PIE dataset [19] contains images with variations in pose,
illumination and facial expressions. The Equinox database4

has images captured under different illumination conditions
with accessories and expressions. The AR face database [12]

3http://amp.ece.cmu.edu/projects/FaceAuthentication/d̃ownload.htm
4http://www.equinoxsensors.com/products/HID.html
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Fig. 4. Illustrating the steps involved in match score fusion of multi-classifier face recognition.

contains face images with varying illumination and acces-
sories, and the FERET database [17] has face images with
different variations over a time interval of 3-4 years. The
Notre Dame face database [8] comprises of images with
different lighting and facial expressions over a period of one
year. The Labeled Faces in the Wild database [9] contains
real world images of celebrities and popular individuals (this
database contains images of more than 1600 subjects from
which we selected 294 subjects that have at least 6 images).
To the best of our knowledge, there is no database available in
public domain which encompasses such wide range of intra-
class variations. The images are partitioned into two non-
overlapping sets: (1) the training dataset is used to train the
individual classifiers (i.e., 2DG-NN, LBP, SVM classifiers)
and the fusion algorithms, and (2) the gallery-probe dataset
(the test set) is used to evaluate the performance of the
fusion algorithms. The training set comprises of randomly
selected five images of each subject (i.e. 5970 images in
training) and the remaining images (over 110,000) are used
as the test data to evaluate verification performance of the
algorithms. Fig. 5 shows sample images in training dataset and
gallery-probe dataset. This train-test partitioning is repeated 10
times (cross validation) and Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) curves are generated by computing the genuine accept
rates (GAR) over these trials at different false accept rates
(FAR).

B. Performance Evaluation

The training data is first used to train the proposed fusion
algorithm and reconciliation algorithm. For the sequential
fusion algorithm, verification accuracy priors, density estima-
tion parameters, belief model weightsw1 andw2, and SVM
parameters are computed using the training data. Note that
in sequential fusion algorithm training, we use the labelled
training match scores where labels aregenuineand impostor.
Unimodal classifier precision on training dataset is used asthe
verification accuracy prior. To compute other fusion parame-
ters, we perform experiments with all possible combinations
of parameters, i.e. training or optimization of parameters
is performed globally. The values of parameters, including

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Fig. 5. Illustrating the examples of non-overlapping training and gallery-
probe datasets: (a) training images from the Equinox database, (b) gallery-
probe images from the Equinox database, (c) training imagesfrom the Notre
Dame database, and (d) gallery-probe images from the Notre Dame database.

SVM kernel parameter (γ in RBF kernel5), that provide the
maximum verification performance on training data are chosen
for testing. Similarly, the reconciliation algorithm is trained
using labelled data as described in Section 3. The training
database is also used to train the LBP and 2DG-NN face
recognition algorithms. Further, the performance of sequential
fusion algorithm is compared with Sum rule with min-max
normalization [18], SVM fusion [2], and PLR fusion [16] with
recursive algorithm for density estimation [29].

The ROC plot in Fig. 6 shows comparative results of the
LBP and 2DG-NN face verification algorithms, and the im-
provement due to match score fusion algorithms. The 2DG-NN

5RBF parameterγ = 8 shows the best performance.
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TABLE I
COMPOSITION OF THE HETEROGENEOUS FACE DATABASE OF1194SUBJECTS.

Face Database Number of Subjects No. of Images per Subject Covariates
CMU-AMP 13 75 Expression
CMU - PIE 65 ≥ 600 Pose, Illumination and Expression
Equinox 90 ≥200 Illumination, Expression and Occlusion (glasses)
AR 120 ≥ 26 Illumination, Expression, and Occlusion
FERET 300 ≥ 6 Pose, Illumination, Expression and Occlusion
Notre Dame 312 min− 6, max − 227 Pose, Illumination and Expression
Labeled Faces in the Wild 294 ≥ 6 Pose, Illumination, Expression and Occlusion

classifier yields around 82% verification accuracy at 0.01%
FAR and outperforms the LBP classifier by around 9%. The
performance of face verification improves by∼ 5-13% when
match scores are fused using the fusion algorithms. Among all
the fusion algorithms, the proposed sequential fusion approach
yields an accuracy of 94.36% and the reconciliation algorithm
yields the best verification accuracy of 94.98%.

Experiments are also performed to evaluate the effect of
covariate factors (viz. expression, illumination, pose, and oc-
clusion) on the performance of face verification. This exper-
iment facilitates the comparative analysis of face verification
algorithms and the subsequent improvement by deploying the
proposed match score fusion. The results and their analysis
are summarized below:

• Scatter plot in Fig. 7 and experimental results show that
the match scores obtained from 2DG-NN algorithm (non-
linear) and LBP algorithm (local features) can be fused
to significantly improve the verification accuracy. Further,
covariate analysis in Table 2 suggests that 2DG-NN
algorithm provides good performance inspite of variations
in expression, illumination, and occlusion whereas LBP
algorithm can better tolerate variations in expression and
pose. Covariate analysis also indicates that variations in
pose and occlusion cause a larger reduction in verifica-
tion accuracy compared to expression and illumination
variations.

• In our experiments, we observed that the sum rule with
min-max normalization is not able to handle most of the
conflicting cases which are caused due to intra-personal
variations. Furthermore, during cross validation trials,
we observed that the difference between minimum and
maximum Half Total Error Rates (HTER =FAR+FRR

2 )
[5] for sum rule is very large (Table 3). This shows that
the sum rule with min-max normalization is not able to
handle disparities in the training-testing datasets.

• Tables 2 and 3 suggest that the PLR fusion yields better
performance compared to SVM fusion both in terms of
accuracy and stability across different cross validation tri-
als. We also observed that PLR fusion has the advantage
of being generalized whereas SVM fusion algorithm can
handle the non-linearities in the match score.

• The sequential fusion algorithm effectively improves the
verification accuracy. The algorithm transforms the match
scores into probabilistic entities thereby making them
robust to sensor noise and matcher limitations. Multi-
classifier match score fusion is performed using the
proportional conflict redistribution rule that can handle

uncertainties in the biometric match scores. Finally, a
decision is made using the likelihood ratio induced SVM
classifier that satisfies the Neyman-Pearson theorem [10].
Further,t-test at 95% confidence suggests that the sequen-
tial fusion algorithm is significantly different than other
fusion algorithms. The HTER test also shows that the
sequential fusion isstableacross all cross validation trails
whereas the HTERs pertaining to other fusion algorithms
vary considerably.

• If the classifiers are in accordance (for example, Fig.
8(a) shows a case when both LBP and 2DG-NN accept
the subject), all the fusion rules provide correct results.
Further, Figs. 8 (b) and (c) show sample cases when
two classifiers are in conflict but the proposed sequen-
tial fusion algorithm correctly accepts the subjects and
existing fusion algorithms (sum rule, SVM fusion, and
PLR fusion) provide incorrect results. Finally, there are
few cases (shown in Fig. 8(d)) when both the classifiers
reject a genuine subject. In such cases, fusion algorithms
cannot do much to improve the performance, therefore
100% accuracy is not achieved.

• The time complexity of the proposed fusion approach
is also reasonable when compared with existing fusion
algorithms. On a 2 GHz Pentium Duo Core processor
with 2 GB RAM under MATLAB environment, the
proposed algorithm requires around 3.6 seconds for facial
feature extraction, matching, fusion and decision-making,
whereas existing fusion algorithms require 1.7-2.8 sec-
onds.

• The reconciliation algorithm that unifies LBP and 2DG-
NN recognition algorithms, sum rule, and sequential
match score fusion algorithm yields the best verification
accuracy. Although,t-test at 95% confidence suggests
that the reconciliation algorithm is not significantly differ-
ent from the sequential fusion, the advantage of the rec-
onciliation algorithm is computational time and stability
(HTER test). As shown in Tables 2 and 3, computational
cost of the reconciliation algorithm is similar to sum rule
but it provides the relative performance gain of more than
60%6.

• For cases in which the quality of the gallery-probe pair
is good and pose variation is minimum, the 2DG-NN
algorithm is selected. The LBP technique is selected
for feature extraction and matching when images have
pose variations but the quality is good. The fusion rules
are selected when image quality is moderate to poor,

6relative performance gain =accuracymax−accuracymin
100−accuracymin

× 100
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TABLE II
COVARIATE ANALYSIS OF FACE RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS AND MATCHSCORE FUSION ALGORITHMS.

Verification Accuracy (%) at 0.01% FAR
Covariate LBP 2DG-NN Sum Rule SVM PLR Sequential Reconciliation

[18] Fusion [2] Fusion [16] Fusion
Expression 88.10 88.03 91.58 93.63 93.95 95.32 95.91
Illumination 84.52 86.26 91.80 94.86 95.43 96.83 96.86
Pose 73.14 70.12 82.31 85.74 85.96 89.07 89.52
Occlusion 65.52 83.10 88.76 89.12 90.14 94.51 94.76
Overall 73.42 82.01 87.39 89.44 91.43 94.36 94.98
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Fig. 6. ROC of the constituent unimodal face matchers, the proposed sequential fusion, reconciliation algorithm, and comparison with existing fusion
algorithms.

gallery-probe pairs have large variations in pose, or facial
features are occluded using cap/hat, scarf and glasses.
Further, sum rule is chosen when intra-personal varia-
tions are not very large and match scores exhibit minor
conflict. On the other hand, sequential fusion algorithm
is selected for cases with large intra-personal variations.
In the experiments, we observed that when the quality
is good (Q ≥ 0.7 and A ≥ 0.7) and difference in
gallery probe pose angles is less (≤ 100), about 98%
of times both the constituent uniclassifier algorithms are
in accordance. Overall, we found that around 38% times
LBP or 2DG-NN algorithms are chosen, 44% times sum
rule with min/max normalization is selected and 18%
times sequential fusion algorithm is selected.

V. CONCLUSION

The performance of score-level fusion algorithms is often
affected by conflicting decisions generated by the constituent
matchers/classifiers. Further, the computational cost of fu-
sion algorithms that can address conflicting scores increases
drastically. This paper presents algorithms to optimize both
verification accuracy and computation time. We first proposed
a sequential fusion algorithm by incorporating the likelihood
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Fig. 7. Scatter plot shows that there is limited correlationbetween match
scores obtained from LBP and 2DG-NN face recognition algorithms and hence
match score fusion can improve the performance.

ratio test statistic in a support vector machine framework
in order to classify match scores originating from multiple
matchers. The proposed fusion algorithm takes into account
the precision and uncertainties of individual matchers. Wealso
presented a reconciliation algorithm that unifies the constituent
classifiers (or matchers) with the fusion schemes in order
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Sample cases from the Labeled Faces in the Wild database [9] when
both LBP and 2DG-NN face verification algorithms (a) are in accordance to
accept the genuine subject, (b) and (c) are in conflict, and (d) are in accordance
to reject the genuine subject.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF FUSION ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF COMPUTATION TIME

AND HALF TOTAL ERROR RATE.

Algorithms Average Time HTER
(seconds) [Max., Min.]

LPB [3] 0.7 [20.34, 9.51]
2DG-NN [20] 0.9 [14.61, 5.28]
Sum rule [18] 1.7 [9.02, 3.37]
SVM Fusion [2] 2.8 [7.49, 2.95]
PLR Fusion [16] 2.5 [7.33, 2.41]
Sequential Fusion 3.6 [5.81, 2.12]
Reconciliation 1.9 [4.35, 1.99]

to optimize recognition accuracy and computational time.
Depending on the quality of input biometric data, the proposed
reconciliation algorithm selects among the unimodal classifiers
and fusion rules to recognize an individual. The resulting
algorithms are used to mitigate the effect of covariate factors
in face recognition by combining the match scores obtained
from two face recognition algorithms: the local binary pattern
encoding scheme and 2D log polar Gabor transform based
encoding scheme. Experimental results on a heterogeneous
face database of 1,194 subjects suggest that the proposed algo-
rithms can significantly improve the verification performance
of a face recognition system with low computational overhead.
In future, we plan to extend the sequential fusion algorithmto
include more parameters in the face quality assessment algo-
rithm [1]. The sequential fusion and reconciliation algorithms
can also be extended for multimodal biometrics, e.g. match
score fusion of face, fingerprint and iris biometrics.
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